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Publication: revised teacher assessment frameworks for
use from 2018/19 onwards
We have published the revised suite of statutory teacher assessment
frameworks for use from the 2018/19 academic year onwards. It includes
frameworks for English reading, English writing, mathematics and science for
use at the end of key stage 1, and frameworks for English writing and science
at the end of key stage 2.
The English writing frameworks referred to above remain unchanged from the
versions introduced at the start of the current academic year.
After last year’s public consultation on primary assessment, we confirmed that
after this year schools will no longer be required to conduct statutory teacher
assessment in English reading and mathematics at the end of KS2. Therefore,
there are no new frameworks for these subjects.
Changes made to the English writing frameworks will mean that teacher
assessment judgements made in 2018, and in future years, will not be directly
comparable to those made prior to 2018. This will also apply to English
reading, mathematics and science when the new statutory frameworks for
those subjects come into effect next year.
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Information: assessment update sent to schools
The information sent to schools is as follows:
Primary assessment
Publication: revised teacher assessment frameworks for use from 2018/19 onwards
Key stage 2
Action: complete pupil registration by 16 March
Action: deadline next Monday to apply for early opening and compensatory marks for spelling
Publication: multiplication tables check development process
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